Forensic dentistry involves the identiÿcation of people based on their dental records, mainly available as radiograph images. Our goal is to automate this process using image processing and pattern recognition techniques. Given a postmortem radiograph, we search a database of antemortem radiographs in order to retrieve the closest match with respect to some salient features. In this paper, we use the contours of the teeth as the feature for matching. A semi-automatic contour extraction method is used to address the problem of fuzzy tooth contours caused by the poor image quality. The proposed method involves three stages: radiograph segmentation, pixel classiÿcation and contour matching. A probabilistic model is used to describe the distribution of object pixels in the image. Results of retrievals on a database of over 100 images are encouraging.
Introduction
The objective of the research reported here is to automate the process of forensic dentistry. The main purpose of forensic dentistry is to identify deceased individuals, for whom other cues of biometric identiÿcation (e.g., ÿngerprint, face, etc. [1] ) may not be available. In forensic dentistry, the postmortem (PM) dental record is compared against antemortem (AM) records pertaining to some presumed identity. A manual comparison between the AM and PM records is based on a systematic dental chart prepared by forensic experts [2, 3] . In this chart, a number of distinctive features are noted for each individual tooth. These features include properties of the teeth (e.g., tooth present/not present, crown and root morphology, pathology and dental restorations), periodontal tissue features, and anatomical features. Depending on the number of matches, the forensic expert rejects or conÿrms the tentative identity. There are several advantages for This research was supported by the National Science Foundation Grant EIA-0131079.
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automating this procedure. First, an automatic process will be able to compare the PM records against AM records pertaining to multiple identities in order to determine the closest match. Second, while a manual (non-automated) system is useful for veriÿcation on a small data set, an automatic (or semi-automatic) system can perform identiÿcation on a large database.
For the automated identiÿcation, the dental records are usually available as radiographs (Fig. 1 ). An automated dental identiÿcation system consists of two main stages: feature extraction and feature matching [4] . During feature extraction, certain salient information of the teeth such as contour, artiÿcial prosthesis, number of cuspids, etc. is extracted from the radiographs. In this paper, the feature extracted is the tooth contours because they remain more invariant over time compared to some other features of the teeth. A logical diagram of the proposed dental identiÿcation system is shown in Fig. 2 . The feature extraction stage consists of the radiograph segmentation and the contour extraction. In an earlier paper [4] , the authors presented a contour extraction method based on edge detection. However, due to substantial noise that is usually present in radiograph images, the edge-detection-based method does not perform consistently across all the images in our database. Also, the manual selection of the region of interest (ROI) in Ref. [4] is time consuming and is counter to our goal of automated identiÿcation. In this paper, we have developed a segmentation algorithm for the detection of ROI. Further, a probabilistic method is introduced to automatically ÿnd the contours of teeth. However, a fully automatic feature extraction method is still not capable of handling the large variance in image quality and the appearance of teeth (see Fig. 3 ). Thus, human intervention is needed to initialize certain algorithmic parameters and correct errors in some problematic images. In the feature matching stage, the extracted contours from the PM radiograph (query image) are compared against those extracted from AM records that are stored in a database. A matching score is computed to measure the similarity between the two given radiographs. A candidate list of potential matches is then generated for human experts to make further decisions.
A diagram of the processing ow is shown in Fig. 4 . In the following sections, we will provide the detail of the radiograph segmentation (Section 2), contour extraction (Section 3) and matching (Section 4) stages of this proposed dental identiÿcation system. Experimental results on a small dental radiograph image database are also presented.
Radiograph segmentation
The goal of radiograph segmentation is to segment the radiograph into blocks such that each block has a tooth in it. This helps us deÿne the ROI associated with every tooth. For simplicity, we assume there is one row each of maxillary (upper jaw) and mandibular (lower jaw) teeth in the image-this assumption is generally true except in the case of small children who are at the age of teeth formation (see Fig. 5 ). After the rows of upper and lower teeth are separated, each tooth needs to be isolated from its neighbors.
Gap valley detection
Let us ÿrst consider a simple case (see Fig. 6 ). We sum the intensities of pixels along each row parallel to the x-axis. Since the teeth usually have a higher gray level intensity than the jaws and other tissues in the radiographs due to their higher tissue density, the gap between the upper and lower teeth will form a valley in the y-axis projection histogram, which we call the gap valley. However, there could be many valleys in the projection, and in appearance, the gap valley is not di erent from other valleys. To detect the gap valley, a user-assisted initialization is needed. The procedure for detecting the gap valley is as follows:
Suppose the user initializes the estimated position,ŷ, of the gap between the upper and lower jaws. Let v i ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; m be the valleys detected in the projection histogram with Di being the depth of vi, and yi being the position of Fig. 5 . The dental radiograph of a child at the age of teeth formation. A new adult tooth is under the ÿrst molar in the lower jaw, so the assumption of one row each of maxillary and mandibular teeth is not satisÿed. vi (Fig. 6 ). Among these valleys, only one of them is the gap valley. Let pv i (Di; yi) be the probability that vi (with attributes Di and yi) is the gap valley. Then, assuming the independence between Di and yi, this probability is computed as
where
In the above expression (2), the factor c is a normalizing constant to ensure pv i (Di) satisÿes that a probability mass function sums up to 1, and pv i (Di) is the likelihood of the gap valley having the pixel intensity of Di. It is based on the fact that lower the intensity, the larger the likelihood that it is the gap valley. The area of the gap valley in the image corresponds to the soft tissue in the mouth, while other areas corresponds to the jaw bones. The pixels of bones usually have higher intensities than the pixels of the soft tissue, so it is reasonable to assume the pixel intensity of the gap valley is lower than other valleys. In Eq. (3), pv i (yi) describes the likelihood of the gap valley to be at yi. It is the normal distribution of the distance between the true position and the estimated position of the gap valley. The term accounts for the fact that the user initialization has some errors due to fatigue or carelessness. We assume the distribution of the error is a Gaussian, because the larger the error, the lower the probability for its occurrence. After an estimateŷ is given, if vi is the gap valley, then the likelihood for it to be at yi is pv i (yi). Let v * be the gap valley deÿned previously, then
For those images where the gap between the jaws is not exactly parallel to the x-axis, we divide the image into vertical strips, and apply the above method individually on each strip. If the user-provided estimateŷ is for a strip s, then after the position of the gap valley y * s in this strip is detected, for the neighboring strip s ,ŷ s is automatically updated asŷ s = y * s . In some images, the inhomogeneous X-ray intensities cause the intensity of teeth pixels to change smoothly, yet signiÿcantly, over the whole image. The above step of partitioning the image into strips also addresses this problem. After the positions of y * i ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; m are detected in each strip, a spline function [5] is used to form a smooth curve sv, which separates the upper and lower teeth (Fig. 7) .
Tooth isolation
The method to isolate each tooth from its neighbors is similar to the method to separate the lower and upper jaws. From the lower/upper segmentation, we determine a curve sv that deÿnes the boundary of each row of the teeth (see Fig.  8 ). For the upper teeth, we sum the intensity of pixels in each line perpendicular to the valley sv (Fig. 8) . The gaps between the neighboring teeth cause the valleys in the projection as shown in Fig. 8 . By locating these gaps, the neighboring teeth can be segmented. A similar procedure is then used to segment the lower teeth also. A few segmentation results are shown in Fig. 9 . Due to the poor quality of some images, segmentation errors are unavoidable. The errors are categorized into over-segmentation and under-segmentation. The user can delete the segmentation lines of over-segmentation and add lines for under-segmentation. Based on the segmentation output, an enclosing rectangle that tightly ÿts the segmented area, called the ROI, is constructed for each tooth. A point inside this rectangle, which will be used in shape extraction, is chosen and called the Crown Center, C. The distance of C to the top of the rectangle is one third the length of the ROI, and the distance of C to the other two sides are equal (Fig. 10 ).
Contour extraction
A tooth has two main parts: the crown, which is above the gumline, and the root, which sits in the bone below the gum (Fig. 11) . Due to the overlap of the tooth root image with the image of the jaws, the root is not as visible as the crown in the radiographs due to the lower di erential in tissue density [6, 7] . Thus the crown is identiÿed ÿrst, followed by the root contour extraction.
Crown shape extraction
By drawing a line through the crown center, the ROI is divided vertically into two rectangles: the crown area and the root area. The crown area has two classes of pixels: the tooth pixels !t and the background pixels ! b . Suppose the pixel intensity is denoted as I , we can estimate the probability density function p(I ) either using the Parzen window approach with a Gaussian kernel [8] or using a mixture of two components. Taking the mixture approach, we write the density function as
where p(I |! b ) is the distribution of intensities of background pixels and p(I |!t) is the distribution of intensities of According to the Bayes rule, the posteriori probability of a pixel with intensity I being a background pixel given intensity I is
Since p(I |! b )P(! b ) and p(I ) have been identiÿed, p(! b |I ) can be resolved. As this is a two-class problem, p(!t|I ) is computed as
To detect the contour of the tooth crown, we perform a radial scan from the crown center C (Fig. 13(a) ). Speciÿcally, we draw a radial line from the crown center C. For each point P on the line, let Pinner and Pouter be the neighbors of P along the radial line. Then the probability for the point P to be a point on the contour of the current tooth (classiÿed as E) is deÿned as where Iinner and Iouter are the intensities of points Pinner and Pouter. The point with the maximum probability p(E) along this radial line is labelled as a contour point. The angle of the radial line, Â, is varied in the range 0 6 Â 6 ( Fig.  13(a) ), and a contour point is identiÿed for each angle. These contour points are connected to form the crown shape ( Fig. 13(b) ).
Root shape extraction
Once the crown shape is extracted, we traverse from the two ends of the shape boundary to ÿnd the root boundary. The left end of the crown is set as the ÿrst point on the left contour of the root, and the right end of the crown is the ÿrst point of the right contour. We determine the position of each new contour point on the root boundary by the position of the previous contour point and its own context. As a measurement of the context, we deÿne two attributes at each point: Iinner for the inner intensity of the contour and Iouter for the outer intensity. For the left contour, inner intensity is the average intensity of a small region to the right of the contour, and outer intensity is the average intensity of a small region to the left of the contour; for the right contour, it is just the opposite (see Fig. 13(b) ). Our aim is to ÿnd the root contour that maximizes the di erence between Iinner and Iouter. In other words, for the teeth in the lower jaws, if the ith point on the left/right root contour has coordinates (xi; yi), the (i + 1)th point, (xi+1; yi+1), is computed iteratively as xi+1 = arg max where r is the radius of the search space and h is the increment in the vertical position for each new point. The iteration ends when yi increases beyond the image boundary, or maxx i −r6x6x i +r (Iinner − Iouter) is less than a threshold. Fig. 14 shows some examples of extracted tooth shapes.
Once we get the crown contour and the root contour, we connect them to form the contour of the whole tooth. In the next section, we will match these contours for identiÿcation.
Shape matching
The contours extracted from the query image must be matched to the contours extracted from the database images. Because the PM images are usually captured several years after the AM images are acquired, the shapes of the teeth could have changed due to teeth extraction or the growth of teeth. If we assume there are no such changes, the AM and PM radiographs di er only in terms of scaling, rotation, translation and the change of the imaging angle. Because of the criteria of the intraoral radiographic examinations [6] , the change of imaging angle is not severe. So, currently, we omit this variation. Other differences can be factored out by a rigid transformation [9] . As the optimization criteria for the transformation, we ÿrst deÿne the matching distance (MD) between pairs of radiographs.
Matching distance
Given a query image Q, we generate several sub-images from every database image, each sub-image containing the 
Note that D(T; i ; i ) is the distance between a pair of teeth, i and i .
Contour alignment
Determining the best contour alignment requires us to ÿnd the rigid transformation T , which minimizes the MD deÿned above. The rigid transformation, T , is a function of the form
where = (x; y) t represents a point in the query shape, T ( ) is the result of applying the transformation T on , A is the transformation matrix, and is a translation vector. The parameters A and can be represented as Fig. 16 . Examples of matching. The gray lines represent the teeth shapes in the AM images; the black lines represent the query shapes after the transformation T . Note that in these examples, the matching distance for the genuine AM images is smaller than the matching distance for the imposter AM images.
There are a total of 5 parameters in the transformation T , {Â; Sx; Sy; x ; y }, where Â is the rotation angle, Sx and Sy are the horizontal and vertical scale factors, and x and y are horizontal and vertical translations. These parameters are optimized by searching for the best alignment between the transformed query shape and the database shape. By ÿnding the tightest ÿtting rectangle for the groups of query shapes and database shapes, the parameters in the transformation T are initialized as
Sy = Sx;
where Âq and Â d are the orientations of the tightest ÿtting rectangles for the query shapes and the database shapes, respectively, Wq and W d are the widths of the rectangles, and (Cqx; Cqy) and (Cdx; Cdy) are the centers of the rectangles. A sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method [10] [11] [12] [13] is applied for the optimization of the parameters of T . Ranges of the parameter values are set to properly guide the optimization procedure. Finally, a ranking of the database images is generated with respect to their minimized MD(T; Q; D) value in ascending order, because a smaller distance indicates a better match.
Experiments
The proposed dental X-ray-based identiÿcation method has been applied to 38 query images for retrieval from a database, which contains 130 AM images. Fig. 15 shows some of the AM images in the database. In each query image, we divide the teeth into two groups: the teeth in the upper jaw and the teeth in the lower jaw. The teeth in the same group will not change their relative positions, while teeth from di erent groups will probably change their relative positions because of the opening and closing of the mouth during image capture. Therefore, we match the two groups of teeth separately. Fig. 16 shows some examples of query images matched with a genuine and an impostor image in the database.
The matching distance between the query image and the genuine teeth is smaller than that compared to the imposter teeth. Fig. 17 shows top 4 retrievals for three di erent query images and how the query shapes are matched to the database shapes. In our experiments, among the 38 queries, 25 genuine AM images were ranked ÿrst. For the remaining 13 queries, 5 of them were among the top 2 retrieved images and 9 were among the top 5 retrieved images. The retrieval performance curve is shown in Fig. 18 . We examined the 13 query images that were not correctly matched and identiÿed the following reasons for these mismatches: (i) poor quality of images, resulting in errors in tooth extraction, (ii) some tooth were only partially visible and (iii) the inherent similarity between teeth shapes of di erent individuals.
Conclusions and future work
A new semi-automatic method of human identiÿ-cation based on dental radiographs is proposed. This method involves three stages: radiograph segmentation, tooth feature extraction, and tooth feature matching. The feature utilized here is the contours of the teeth. A probabilistic model is used to describe the distribution of tooth pixels and background pixels in the image. After the tooth contours are extracted, a transformation is used to align the contours to correct the imaging geometric variations, and a matching distance is generated. The ÿnal decision is obtained with respect to the matching distances. Preliminary experiments on a small database indicate that this is a feasible approach.
However, it is di cult to apply the proposed method in situations where (i) the images are very blurred (Fig. 19(a) ), (ii) the query shape is partially occluded so that there is not enough information available to characterize the teeth (e.g., upper teeth in Fig. 19(b) ), (iii) there is a substantial change in the imaging angle between the AM and PM images that causes changes in the shapes of the teeth (Fig. 19(c) ), and (iv) some teeth have been extracted. Some of these problems can be addressed by utilizing additional information such as artiÿcial prothesis of the teeth, the striae patterns [7] and trabecular patterns [14] .
Future work will involve utilizing these additional sources of information to improve the reliability of person identiÿcation with dental images. Meanwhile, since several PM images are usually available for a single person and each PM image generates a list of retrievals, we are currently working on combining these results to provide a better retrieval. In addition, we are developing an image restoration algorithm to handle poor quality radiographs. We also plan to evaluate our algorithm on a larger database of dental radiographs. 
